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Astract 
When doing a study, researchers are often confronted with missing values after (or during) 
collecting the data. This can occur because of many reasons, and there are many solutions to 
handle missing values. One of the solutions is the missing indicator method, in which a new 
response category is introduced (when applied to nominal data) which indicates whether a 
value is missing or not (for example: 0 = NO, 1 = YES, 2 = MISSING). This method is 
infamous for resulting in biased estimates when applied to independent (predictor) variables. 
Little research is done on how the missing indicator performs when applied to missing values 
in a dependent (outcome) variable. In this study a Monte Carlo simulation is performed in R, 
to see if bias is introduced when this missing indicator method is used. Simulations are 
performed for two designs: cross-sectional and longitudinal. Initial results from a comparison 
by an ANOVA show there is almost no bias introduced when the missing indicator method is 
applied to a dependent binary variable in a logistic regression model. However, further 
analysis using an equivalence-study approach, show that not in all cases the coefficients can 
be considered to be equal. 
Keywords: missing indicator method, bias, monte carlo simulation, equivalence study  
Introduction 
When doing research, it often occurs that there are some values missing in the dataset. There 
can be numerous reasons for data to be missing, and there are several ways of handling 
missing values in a dataset. Conventional methods are listwise deletion, pairwise deletion, 
missing indicator method (also known as “dummy variable adjustment”) and imputation 
(Allison, 2002). The easiest (and therefore often used) way is to just ignore the cases with 
missing values, and only include the complete cases in the data analysis (this method is called 
‘complete-case analysis’ or ‘listwise deletion’). While this method is easy to apply, it may 
lead to biased estimates in circumstances where the cause of the missing value is somehow 
related to other variables in the study. If this problem of bias is ignored by the researcher, it 
could lead to wrong conclusions because the sample is no longer valid to the entire target 
population (since a non-random part of data is excluded from the analysis). In pairwise 
deletion, the cases with missing values are discarded per variable instead of the whole subject. 
If a subject is missing a value for only one variable, this subject is only discarded in the 
calculations for this variable, but the rest of the subjects’ information in the other variables is 
still used. Another way to deal with missing values is to impute the missing values. In this 
method, the available data from the incomplete cases is no longer discarded. The missing 
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values are filled in, after being estimated based on the available data (there are various ways 
for making these estimations, but this is not part of this study). Since missing values are filled 
in and no cases are dropt, the original sample size is kept and there is no loss of power. 
However, in this method, no value is given to the information of the missingness itself. The 
fact that a value is missing, might be important information by itself.  
A way to include the missingness information is by using the ‘missing indicator 
method’. In this method a new dummy variable is created for every variable that has missing 
data, and will be included in the model. When the variable with missing data is categorical, a 
new category for “missing” is added to the variable, instead of creating a new variable. The 
dummy variable is a binary variable with two values: 0 not missing and 1 for missing. For 
example, when we measure “weight” (which is measured on a continuous scale) and missing 
values occur, we make a new dummy variable “weight_missing”. The value of this variable is 
0 when “weight” is measured (not missing) and 1 when “weight” is not measured (missing). 
The missing values will be filled in with a fixed value, which can be a random number. This 
number however should be outside the used scale (not a valid observed value), but not an 
extreme value (Rosenbaum, 2009). In the original model, where we try to explain Y by 
“weight”, the model will be:  
Y = intercept + weight. 
When we have applied the missing indicator method, the new model will be: 
Y = intercept + weight + weight_missing. 
When the missing indicator method is applied to categorical data, it is not needed to create a 
new variable. We can just add a new category instead. For example, when we measure “sex”, 
the values in the original variable are 0 = male and 1 = female. After the missing indicator is 
applied a third category is added for missing: 2 = missing. The missing indicator method 
however is unpopular because it is known to lead to biased estimates in some situations. In 
nonrandomized studies, the factor or test under study is often related to the variables with 
missing values, in which case the missing-indicator method typically results in biased 
estimates. In randomized studies the distribution of baseline covariates with missing values is 
likely balanced across treatment groups, which means the missing-indicator method will give 
unbiased estimates and obeys the intention-to-treat principle (Donders et al., 2012). When it is 
applied and studied, it is often in the case where missing values are in the predictor 
(independent) variables. Not much is known about the performance of the missing indicator 
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method when applied to a dependent variable. As far as we know only de Rooij (2015) 
applied this method to the dependent variable in a complex analysis (transitional modeling on 
longitudinal data). In this study, the obtained results of the data with the missing values were 
very close to the complete data, even in the Missing Not At Random (MNAR) situation, in 
which we usually expect bias. Because it is known that the missing indicator method can lead 
to biased coefficient estimates when applied to the predictor variable, we would like to find 
out if this method is useable in a less complex analysis where the dependent variable is 
dichotomous and has missing values under several conditions. In this study we will focus on a 
more common and less complex situation; the dependent variable being a binary response 
variable, which only takes on two values: 0 or 1. In empirical studies these are often yes/no 
outcomes of a certain event or characteristic (for example: get sick, smoke, criminal behavior, 
die). This data can be analyzed using a logistic regression, which tries to predict a binary 
outcome based on the given predictors.  
If we consider to apply the missing indicator method to this data, we have the 
following situation. In the original data, the data can be modeled using a logistic regression 
because there are only two possible outcomes, Y = 0 or Y = 1 (binary response variable). 
However, when we apply the missing-indicator method, a third response category is 
introduced: besides Y = 0 or Y = 1 we now have a third category: Y=2 (which is the missing 
indicator). To model categorical data with three (or more) possible outcomes, we can use a 
multinomial logistic regression to model the data. The multinomial (or polytomous) logistic 
regression is basically an extension of the binary logistic regression model, which fits separate 
binary models with a reference category.  
There are several types of missing data, which can be categorized in the following 
three types: Missing Not At Random (MNAR), Missing At Random (MAR) and Missing 
Completely At Random (MCAR) (Little & Rubin, 2002). If the missing values are completely 
at random and thus not dependent on the predictor or outcome variables, this is called MCAR. 
This can occur, for example, due to malfunctioning of equipment, or if there is coffee spilled 
over the paperwork of the data, which makes some values lost or unreadable. In these cases, 
there is no relation between the missing values and any of the variables in the dataset, and 
therefore MCAR should not really be a problem (in terms of bias) other than the decreased 
sample size. On the assumption of MCAR, the researcher could carry on with the data 
analysis just as if it’s the complete sample (but keep in mind the loss of power due to the 
decrease of the sample size). When the missing values are dependent on the 
(unobserved/missing) variable itself, this is called MNAR. An example of this is when people 
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with high income, are less likely to respond to the question about their salary: the probability 
of a missing response is dependent on the level of income. In the MAR mechanism, the 
missingness is dependent on other (observed) variables. For example, when older people are 
less likely to respond to the question about their salary, the probability of a missing response 
is dependent on age. Since the variable age is known, this is less problematic than MNAR 
because we can account for age in the analysis. Since both these MNAR and MAR 
mechanisms are dependent on some variables in the dataset, these could lead to bias with 
MNAR being the most problematic because this is dependent on the missing (unobserved) 
value itself. Furthermore, when working with a dataset with missing values, one has to be 
aware of the proportion of the missing values. When 25% or more data is missing, the sample 
might not be representative of the population anymore (Adèr et al., 2011). 
To find out how well the missing indicator performs when values are missing in the 
binary response variable, a Monte Carlo Simulation will be carried out. In this simulation we 
will study the effects of the missing mechanism and also look at the influence of different 
sample sizes and proportions of missing data. The idea of a Monte Carlo simulation is that the 
behavior of a statistic in random samples can be assessed by the empirical process of drawing 
lots of random samples and observing this behavior. In the simulation we specify a pseudo-
population (with known true values) and draw samples from this population, and repeat this 
steps until the r number of replications is reached. Now we have generated numerous (r) 
samples to work with. In this simulation study, we will use these samples to see if there is any 
bias introduced when values are missing in the dependent variable, under varying conditions, 
after applying the missing indicator method to the dependent variable. 
The term bias generally means the systematic distortion of an effect. Bias can occur in 
different ways. It could be the result of a shortcoming in the of the research design: 
methodological bias. Social scientists often refer to bias as aspects of human behavior: do 
certain individuals or groups tend to think or act in a predetermined manner in a specific 
situation? In statistics, bias is a property of an estimate which describes the difference 
between the true population parameters and the estimated values (Weisberg, 2010). 
Method 
In this study, we will perform a Monte Carlo simulation on two situations with varying 
conditions. The simulation is written in R version 3.2.3 run on Microsoft Windows 7 (R Core 
Team, 2015). The code is included in the appendix. To generate reproducible results, a seed is 
set before running the simulation. The first simulation is a situation with only one response 
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like in cross-sectional studies. In the second simulation there are multiple measurement points 
of the response variable, which is seen in longitudinal studies. The Monte Carlo simulation 
will be performed under several conditions, with variations in the missing mechanism 
(M=Complete/MCAR/MNAR/MAR), the sample size (N=20,50,100,250,500,1000) and 
proportion missing (P=5%, 10%, 25%, 50%). This leads to a 4 (M)  6 (N)  4 (P) design per 
simulation. The missing mechanism is manipulated within the sample, the sample size and 
proportion missing are applied to new samples and are therefore between-subjects factors. 
The chosen sample sizes are based on sample sizes which advised in other studies, and sample 
sizes which are common in psychological research. Agresti (2007) suggested at least 10 
participants per group, which in a logistic regression with two groups is 20 participants. 
Pedduzi et al. (1996) showed no major problems occurred when the number of outcome 
events per variable (EVP) is 10 or greater. However, coefficients were biased when EVP 
values less than 10. Further study by Vittinghoff & McCulloch (2006) shows the rule of 
thumb of 10 or more EVP is not a well-defined bright line. They found a range of 
circumstances in which the bias was acceptable, despite less than 10 EPV. Based on these 
guidelines we started the simulation with a small sample of 20 subjects, up to a sample size of 
1000 subjects, based on a study on sample sizes in psychological research over the past 30 
years (Marszalek et al., 2011). We included situations with a small proportion of missing 
values (5%) up to large proportions of missing values (50%) to see the effect of the varying 
proportions of missing values over the simulated conditions. 
 
Simulation 1: cross-sectional design 
In the first simulation we have two predictor variables  X1 and  X2 and a binary outcome Y 
which is only measured once. Below is a brief list of the steps of the simulation, followed by a 
more detailed explanation of the process. 
0) Start the simulation (with selected parameters) 
1) Create empty matrix for generated data 
2) Generate predictor variables X1 and X2 
3) Compute linear predictor Z 
4) Transform Z into π 
5) Draw outcome Y (0/1) from binomial distribution based on π 
6) Logistic regression on complete data 
7) Create missings in outcome with three missing types (MCAR/MAR/MNAR) 
8) Multinomial logistic regression on three new outcome variables 
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9) Store data (coefficients) of all models  
10) Compare coefficients of models in step 8 to coefficients of model in step 6. 
In this simulation we will generate a dataset based on three known (artificial) pseudo-
population parameters (, 1 and 2) and use several models to create missing values based 
on the three missing mechanisms. The population parameters (also known as true values) in 
this simulation are  = 1, 1 = -1 and 2 = .5. The initial dataset consists of two predictor 
variables (X1 and X2) which are drawn from a random normal distribution with a mean of 0 
and a standard deviation of 1. Then, the linear predictor Z is computed: 
Z =  +  β1X1 +  β2X2. 
Since the outcome Z is not yet dichotomous, Z is transformed into probabilities π:  
π =
exp(Z)
1+exp(Z)
. 
We can use these probabilities to draw dichotomous outcomes from the binomial distribution. 
Now we have a dataset with n complete cases, on which we can perform a logistic regression 
(at this point Y = 0 or 1): 
log (
p (Y=1)
p (Y=0
) =  + β1X1 +  β2X2. 
The estimates from this model should be very close to the true values, since the complete data 
is used without any modifications. The goal of this study is to investigate the bias of the 
estimated coefficients when there are missing values under several mechanisms, so we have 
to create missing values in our data. These missing values will be created with the three 
missing types as discussed earlier: MCAR, MNAR and MAR. 
The probability of a missing value for every response is defined by: 
Pr (S = 1) = 
exp(µ)
1+exp (µ)
 
where S is a missing indicator (1 = missing value, 0 = not missing). The term  differs per 
missing-condition. In MCAR the probability of a missing value is not dependent on the 
predictors or outcome variable and therefore equal for all cases. In this condition the 
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proportion missing (p) is equal to the probability of a missing value for all observations. For 
example, when p = .10, 10% is missing and the probability of a missing value is = .10: 
MCAR = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝
1−𝑝
)  or  p = Pr (S = 1) = proportion missing. 
Under the MNAR condition, the missingness is dependent on the outcome variable. Since the 
values for the outcome variable Y are only 0 or 1, .5 is subtracted from Y, which gives values 
of -.5 and .5. This way the generated missings based on Y are centered around 0, which 
results in an equal proportion missing to the MAR missing mechanism (which is dependent 
on the predictor variable which has a mean of 0). In the MNAR situation, cases with a higher 
value of Y have a higher probability of being missing. Since Y is dichotomous this just means 
cases with Y = 1 have a higher probability to be missing than when Y = 0: 
MNAR = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝
1−𝑝
) + (. 2  (Y −  .5)). 
Under the MAR condition the missingness is dependent on an observed predictor variable. In 
this simulation we set the missingness to be dependent on X2 (X1does not play a role in the 
missingness). When X2 is higher, Y has a higher probability to be missing: 
MAR = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝
1−𝑝
) + ( .2  X2). 
On the complete dataset, we can use a logistic regression (because the dependent variable 
consists of only two outcomes, 0 or 1). In this model we are comparing Y = 1 against Y = 0: 
log (
p (Y=1)
p (Y=0
) =  + β1X1 +  β2X2. 
However, when we add the missing value indicator, we get a third category (Y = 2) for 
missing, so we use a multinomial logistic regression instead. Herein a reference category is 
selected (the first category, which is Y = 0) to compare the other groups against (Y = 1 and Y 
= 2). This requires two equations: 
log (
p (Y=1)
p (Y=0
) = 1  + β1.1X1 + β2.1X2, 
log (
p (Y=2)
p (Y=0
) = 2  +  β1.2. X1 +  β2.2X2. 
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To compare the logistic model to the multinomial logistic model, we only use the first 
contrast of the multinomial logistic model (which compares Y = 1 against Y = 0), which is the 
same comparison as in the logistic regression, and therefore we can compare the coefficients 
of the models:  
β1.1 vs β1     and     β2.1 vs β2. 
Simulation 2: longitudinal design. 
The setup of the second simulation is mostly the same as the first one: generate data based on 
population parameters, create missings using the missing mechanisms and make estimations 
of the parameters. The population parameters (also known as true values) in this simulation 
are  = .5, 1 = -1, 2 = .5 and 3 = 0.75. However, in this simulation the response is 
measured at four time points. The predictors are group and time. The sample is evenly divided 
over the two groups, so when there is a sample of n = 40, there are 20 subjects in group 0 and 
20 subjects in group 1. Every subject has four time points for the response: 0 (baseline), 1, 2 
and 3. The responses are generated using the binarySimCLF-package (Qaqish, 2003). This 
package can be used for generating correlated binary data. A correlation between the 
timepoints is set, in this simulation ρ = .4. This is a first-order autoregressive (AR1) 
correlation, in which the measured response is (only) dependent on the previous response: 
AR1(ρ = .4) = [
1 . 4 . 16 . 064
. 4 1 . 4 . 16
. 16 . 4 1 . 4
. 064 . 16 . 4 1
]. 
When working with correlated data we can use a GEE model, which can account for the 
correlation in the data. GEE models include a working correlation matrix in the calculation of 
the standard errors. When the working correlation is specified correctly the standard errors are 
more accurate than a GLM. However, the parameter estimates are equal to a GLM when the 
working correlation is set to independent, or vary only little when the working correlation is 
misspecified (Agresti, 2007). Since we only look at bias of the parameter estimates (and not 
the standard errors) in this study, we can model this longitudinal data the same way as in the 
first simulation with only one response (with a logistic regression and a multinomial logistic 
regression) using a GLM. 
     In the simulation of the longitudinal study, the missing values are also created in a 
different way, only MCAR is the same as in the first simulation, since this missing 
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mechanism is completely at random, so not dependent on any of the (observed or not-
observed) variables and equal for all participants: 
MCAR = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝
1−𝑝
)  or  p = Pr (S = 1) = proportion missing. 
In the MAR condition, the missingness is dependent on observed values, in this case the 
previous observation of the response Yt−1(where t is the timepoint of the observation): 
MAR = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝
1−𝑝
) + .2  (Yt−1 −  .5). 
This means, if the previous observed Y is 1, the next response has a higher probability to be 
missing. Note that the first timepoint (Yt0) has 0 probability to be missing, since there is no 
measurement before the baseline. Therefore the first timepoint always is observed.  
In the MNAR condition, the missingness is dependent on unobserved values. In this 
simulation, this means the missingness of the current response, is influenced by the current 
response itself: 
MNAR = log (
p
1−p
) + .2  (Yt−1 − .5) + (Yt  −  .5). 
This kind of missingness can occur in longitudinal studies. For example, when the response 
variable is 0=Not depressed 1=Depressed and Y is measured multiple times during the 
treatment. The chance of a participant leaving the treatment may be dependent on their 
response to the treatment. If they are cured from depression before the trial is ended, they may 
decide to not go to the treatment anymore and drop out. It could also be possible the client 
believes the treatment is not working and is not motivated to show up, leading to less 
measurements on the treatment time points, or the client drops out at all. In this simulation it 
is possible that a person comes back to the treatment after a missing observation (so does not 
have to drop out at all once one observation is missing).  
Measuring Bias and Equivalence 
After running the simulations with these variations we can compare the estimated coefficients 
to the population parameters (true values), to see if bias is introduced under the different 
conditions. Usually population parameters are not known, since this requires the data of the 
whole population. That is why we try to make the best estimation using a sample of the 
population. Since this is a simulation study, we can define the population parameters and 
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compare the estimators (from the model on the manipulated data) against the population 
parameters to see if there is bias. For example, for the bias of the first beta-coefficient β1.1̂  
(compared to the population parameter β1) of the first predictor would be the difference 
between the population parameter and the mean of the estimators in the model from the 
manipulated data: 
Bias (β1)  =  ∑  (β1  −  β1.1̂)
𝑅
𝑟=1 . 
However, since we don’t normally know the population parameters but try to make the best 
estimation of them, we will compare the estimated coefficients of the multinomial models 
(with the missing indicator method applied) to the estimated coefficients of the logistic model 
(without missing data). Since the estimated coefficients of the logistic model are based on the 
complete and unmanipulated data, these estimates would be the best approximation of the real 
population parameters which we would have found if we took a sample of the population. 
This definition of bias is called relative bias (RB). It compares the mean of the estimates 
found in the manipulated data to the estimate found in the unmanipulated data. In this study, 
we will use the definition “relative” definition of bias, which means we compare against the 
estimated coefficients of the logistic regression model on the complete data, rather than the 
true values. For every replication, the estimated  and ’s will be saved, so we can compare 
these later on with the estimates of the complete (logistic regression) model, to see if there is 
any (relative) bias introduced and if this differs across the conditions. The outcome variables 
in this study are the coefficients itself, not the distance between the coefficients (the relative 
bias). First we will overview the data with descriptive statistics. To test for statistical 
differences, we use two approaches. The first approach is an ANOVA in which we compare 
the means over the differing conditions. In the second approach we test for equality, which is 
focused on the confidence intervals of the coefficient means. 
          We use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to find out whether there are significant 
differences between the conditions. The dependent variables are the estimated coefficients. 
Since this study has both within and between factors, we use a mixed-design ANOVA model 
(combining repeated measures with between factors). We ran separate analyses for the 
coefficients (, 1 and 2 in the first, and , 1, 2 and 3 in the second simulation) and set 
“treatment” contrasts in R, in which we compare the coefficients of the multinomial models 
with the missing data (2=MCAR,3=MAR,4=MNAR), to the coefficients of the logistic model 
with the complete data (1=Complete). To test for the statistical differences, we perform a 
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Repeated Measures ANOVA using the ezANOVA-function from the “ez”-package 
(Lawrence, 2015) in R. This package returns the 𝜂𝐺
2  (generalized eta squared) as a measure of 
effect size, unlike the more common 𝜂2 (eta squared) or 𝜂𝑃
2  (partial eta squared). The 
advantage of reporting the  𝜂𝐺
2  is within and between effects are comparable, whereas this is 
not always the case with  𝜂2 or 𝜂𝑃
2  (Bakeman, 2005). Although there are no absolute meanings 
associated with the  𝜂𝐺
2  values, the same guidelines as 𝜂2 can be used: .02 ~ small, .13 
medium and .26 ~ large. Besides the statistical significance of the differences, we also look at 
the effect sizes for practical significance of the differences. 
The goal of this simulation study is to find out if any bias is introduced when the 
missing indicator is applied to the dependent variable. Ideally we want the missing indicator 
method to have no biased estimates, and perform as good as the logistic regression on the 
complete data. This means that the objective of study is to show equivalence rather than 
difference. When trials do not show significant difference (p<.05), it is often misinterpreted 
this means that the study proofs there is no difference (Altman & Bland, 1995). The 
appropriate approach to study equality (no differences) is equivalence testing, in which the 
usual hypothesis (Hₒ = equality and Ha = difference) are reversed. The null hypothesis in 
equivalence testing is Hₒ = difference and Ha = equality. This kind of research (equivalence, 
but also non-inferiority) is usually applied to test if new treatments or medications with have 
benefits over the conventional ones (for example: cheaper, easier to use, less side effects). In 
these cases, we want to test if the new medications are equal (equivalence testing) or just as 
good or better (non-inferiority testing). In equivalence testing a range is set (margin of 
equality) to define which values are considered equal and unequal. This range is based on 
practical relevance and therefore very dependent on the purpose of the medication and/or 
treatment. In this simulation study we are trying to find out if the estimates of the model with 
the missing indicator method are equal to the estimates of the logistic regression on the 
complete data.  To decide if the estimates are equal, a margin is chosen in which we allow a 
certain amount of deviation from the estimates of the logistic regression. If the 95% 
confidence interval of the coefficients lies within this margin of equality, the coefficients are 
considered to be equal. If the 95% confidence interval overlaps one or both ranges, the 
coefficients are considered unequal. If one is doing non-inferiority testing, one allows the 
upper or lower limit (in favor of the outcome purpose) to be exceeded, to consider it to be just 
as good or better. However, in this simulation this means the coefficients are biased upwards 
or downwards and therefore unequal.  
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Figure 1 shows an example of margins of equality. In this figure we can see a lower limit (-∆) 
and upper limit (∆) is set. When the confidence interval lies between these limits, equivalence 
is shown. When the confidence interval exceeds one or both of these limits, equivalence is not 
shown.  
 
Figure 1 - Margin of equality 
 
Since we would like to know if the missing indicator method performs equally to the logistic 
regression with the complete data, we use only the equivalence approach. We want the 
coefficients to be equal. Herein we allow a margin of 5% of the coefficient from the logistic 
regression, over the lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval. For example, if 
the coefficient from the logistic regression is 1.00 and the 95% confidence interval is 0.75 – 
1.25, we set the equivalence interval to 0.70 – 1.30. (5% of 1.00 = 0.05 added to the 95% 
confidence interval). If the 95% confidence interval of the coefficient under the 
MCAR/MAR/MNAR condition lies within these ranges, we consider the coefficient to be 
equal. When only one limit is exceeded, we can consider the coefficients to be biased 
downwards (when -∆ is exceeded) or biased upwards (when ∆ is exceeded). 
Results 
After the data is generated, we have a dataset of 9600 samples: 4(M=TypeMissing)  6 
(N=SampleSize)  4 (P=ProportionMissing)  100 (number of replications per condition). 
Then, the logistic model is applied on the complete data and multinomial model is applied on 
the data which has a third category (Y=2) for the missing outcome values. First we analyze 
the data using a repeated measures ANOVA, to test for significant differences between the 
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means of the conditions. This is an ordinary and most often used method to test for 
differences. Another, more appropriate approach to this study, is equivalence testing. In the 
second part of the results we show the equivalence method applied to this study. Before doing 
these analyses we first look at the boxplots below to get an impression of the data. 
The boxplots on the next pages (figure 2, 3 and 4) give an overview of the coefficients in the 
cross-sectional simulation. We can see the estimates of the intercept (α) have many outliers 
when the sample size is small and the proportion of missing is high. When the sample size is 
100 or greater there are no more extreme outliers seen on the plots. The estimates of the 
intercept seem to be biased downwards in the MNAR condition, only slightly when the 
proportion of missing is 10% and increases when the proportion of missing is higher, as seen 
in the 25% and 50% missing condition. The intercept (α) seems to be unbiased in the MCAR 
and MAR conditions. When we look at the boxplots for the slope of X1 (β1) and X2 (β2) we 
can see most outliers are in the conditions with a small sample size and high proportion of 
missing. The coefficients do not really seem to be systematically deviate from the coefficients 
of the logistic regression on the complete data in any of the conditions. Figure 5, 6, 7 and 8 
show the boxplots of the coefficients in the longitudinal simulation.  Just as in the cross-
sectional simulation we can see the most outliers are seen in the smaller sample sizes (on the 
first row) and also when the proportion missing is high (on the last column). The most 
deviation from the population parameters is seen in the β2 and β3, which tend to get 
overestimated in the MAR condition when 50% is missing. β1 seems to be biased downwards 
when 50% of the data is missing in the MAR and MNAR condition, which is most apparent 
when the sample size is 250 or greater. The first impression from this overview shows the 
coefficients seem to be pretty accurate, except for the situations with a very low sample size 
and/or high proportion of missing which show some signs of bias. 
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Figure 2. Coefficient values for  in the cross-sectional design (true value of  = 1). 
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Figure 3. Coefficient values for β1 in the cross-sectional design (true value of β1 = -1). 
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Figure 4. Coefficient values for β2 in the cross-sectional design (true value of β2 = .5). 
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Figure 5. Coefficient values for  in the longitudinal design (true value of  = .5). 
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Figure 6. Coefficient values for β1 in the longitudinal design (true value of β1 = -1). 
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Figure 7. Coefficient values for β2 in the longitudinal design (true value of β2 = .5). 
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Figure 8. Coefficient values for β3 the in longitudinal design (true value of β3 = .75). 
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Simulation 1 (cross-sectional design) rmANOVA 
Even though many significant effects have been found, the found effect sizes seem to be small 
and not really of much practical meaning (the results are shown in Table 2). The biggest effect 
is an effect of sample size on the intercept, which has only an effect size of 𝜂𝐺
2  = .03. The 
main effect of type of missing data is non-existent for all the coefficients. Also the effect sizes 
of the interactions of missing data (M) with sample size (N) or proportion missing (P) are too 
small to be of real relevance (𝜂𝐺
2< .01). 
Simulation 2 (longitudinal design) rmANOVA 
The results from the repeated measures ANOVA are shown in table 3. Just like in the first 
simulation many significant effects are found, but none of these effects are of real practical 
meaning. The biggest effect is the main effect for sample size (N) on β2 (group), which has an 
effect size of  𝜂𝐺
2  = .03. In the boxplots (figure 7) from the descriptive statistics we can see β2 
gets bias downwards as the sample size increases. Based on the small effect sizes in this 
analysis, no real bias is found just as in the first simulation. 
Equivalence testing 
The main interest of this study is to learn how the coefficients behave when different types of 
missing are introduced. This means we are in particular interested in the main effect of the 
different types of missing data, and possible interactions with sample size and proportion of 
missing data. In this section of the results we will describe the results from the equivalence 
approach. The equivalence approach we use plots which show the 95% confidence intervals 
and equivalence ranges. The proportion of missing is shown above every plot. On the right 
side the sample size is shown. Every plot shows four bars, which are the 95% confidence 
intervals for the simulated types of missing data, from left to right: “None” for the complete 
data with no missing values, and MCAR/MAR/MNAR for the three different types of 
missing. These three confidence intervals are compared against the confidence interval of the 
coefficient in the complete data. The two horizontal lines inside each plot represent the 
allowed upper and lower margin for the equivalence study. Please note that the ranges of the 
Y-axis (which show the value of the coefficient) differs per plot, since the ranges of the Y 
values can vary a lot per condition (being very large in the small sample sizes and becoming 
smaller as the sample size increases). When doing an equivalence study the equivalence 
ranges are set based on practical relevance. In this simulation we allowed a 5% difference of 
the mean coefficient from the logistic regression (complete data) over the 95% confidence 
interval of these coefficients. We take the mean of the coefficient and add/subtract 1.96   
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Table 2 - Generalized Eta Squared (ηG
2 ) per coefficient (α, β1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 β2) and effect (N=sample size, 
P=proportion missing, M=type missing) in cross-sectional simulation. 
Effect DFn DFd F p 𝜂𝐺
2  
 Intercept (α) 
           N 5 2376 37,00 <.01 0,031 
      P 3 2376 6,35 <.01 0,003 
      M 3 7128 3,04 .01 0,000 
      N × P 15 2376 6,50 .01 0,017 
      N × M 15 7128 3,47 <.01 0,004 
      P × M 9 7128 1,44 .06 0,001 
      N × P × M 45 7128 1,56 <.01 0,006 
 Slope of 𝐗𝟏 (𝛃𝟏) 
           N 5 2376 23,44 <.01 0,020 
      P 3 2376 2,11 <.09 0,001 
      M 3 7128 0,73 .49 0,000 
      N × P 15 2376 3,43 <.01 0,009 
      N × M 15 7128 2,33 <.01 0,003 
      P × M 9 7128 1,46 0.18 0,001 
      N × P × M 45 7128 2,04 <.01 0,008 
 Slope of 𝐗𝟐 (𝛃𝟐) 
           N 5 2376 10,20 <.01 0,008 
      P 3 2376 0,02 .99 0,000 
      M 3 7128 1,93 .15 0,000 
      N × P 15 2376 0,57 .12 0,001 
      N × M 15 7128 2,10 .02 0,003 
      P × M 9 7128 0,98 .44 0,001 
      N × P × M 45 7128 1,06 .37 0,004 
 Note: DFn=DFeffect, DFd=DFerror 
 
    (which is the z-score for a 95% confidence interval) times the standard deviation of the 
coefficient plus 5% of the coefficients mean. For example, the equivalence range for the 
intercept (α) is: 
95% CI = α ± (1.96 · SD + (α · 0.05)). 
 
When the 95% confidence interval of coefficients of the models on the data with missing 
values exceeds both the limits, we consider the coefficients to be unequal. However, this type 
of inequality does not fit the definition of bias, since it the coefficients are not systematically 
over- or underestimated. When only the upper- or lower limit are exceeded, we can consider 
the coefficient to be overestimated or underestimated and therefore biased. 
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Table 3 - Generalized Eta Squared (ηG
2 ) per coefficient (α, β1, β2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 β3) and effect (N=sample size, 
P=proportion missing, M=type missing) in longitudinal simulation. 
Effect DFn DFd F p 𝜂𝐺
2  
 Intercept (α) 
           N 5 2376 0.88 .5 0,002  
     P 3 2376 7.24 <.01 0,008  
     M 3 7128 336.45 <.01 0,010  
     N × P 15 2376 1.16 .3 0,007  
     N × M 15 7128 0.80 0.6 0,000  
     P × M 9 7128 55.78 <.01 0,005  
     N × P × M 45 7128 0.75 0.79 0,000  
Slope of time (𝛃𝟏) 
 
     
     N 5 2376 1.62 .15 0.003  
     P 3 2376 1.17 .32 0.001  
     M 3 7128 234.59 <.01 0.008  
     N × P 15 2376 1.30 .19 0.007  
     N × M 15 7128 0.36 .94 0.000  
     P × M 9 7128 41.51 <.01 0.005  
     N × P × M 45 7128 1.14 .29 0.001  
Slope of group (𝛃𝟐)       
     N 5 2376 34.3 <.01 0.032  
     P 3 2376 10.1 <.01  0.006  
     M 3 7128 78.8 <.01 0.018  
     N × P 15 2376 6.7 <.01 0.019  
     N × M 15 7128 11.2 <.01 0.013  
     P × M 9 7128 25.6 <.01  0.017  
     N × P × M 45 7128 4.5 <.01 0.015  
Slope of time*group (𝛃𝟑) 
 
     
     N 5 2376 5.92 <.01  0.007  
     P 3 2376 2.89 .03 0.002  
     M 3 7128 18.93 <.01 0.003  
     N × P 15 2376 0.73 .75 0.003  
     N × M 15 7128 0.56 .84  0.000  
     P × M 9 7128 7.69 <.01 0.004  
     N × P × M 45 7128 0.68 .9 0.002  
Note: DFn=DFeffect, DFd=DFerror 
 
Simulation 1 (cross-sectional design) equivalence testing 
The plots on the next three pages (figure 2, 3 & 4) show the equivalence plots for the 
coefficients in the first simulation. When looking at all the plots in general, we can see the 
coefficients tend to get more equal when the sample size increases, and proportion of missing 
decreases, which is to be expected. Even when the confidence intervals are very wide, the 
means of the coefficients (which are marked by the dots in the bar) tend to be close to the true 
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Figure 2 - 95% Confidence Intervals for  in simulation 1 (true value is 1).
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Figure 3 - 95% Confidence Intervals for 𝛽1 in simulation 1 (true value is -1).
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Figure 4 - 95% Confidence Intervals for 𝛽2 in simulation 1 (true value is .5).
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values. When we look more in depth we can see all coefficients are very unstable when the 
sample size is 24 (under all proportions of missing, shown in first column), and when 50% of 
the (outcome) data is missing (shown in last row). All of the bars under these conditions 
exceed the allowed margin of 5% and therefore we consider these to be unequal. The 
coefficients already greatly improve when the sample size is 50. In this situation, with up to 
25% missing, the coefficients are close to or within the equivalence range. With 50% missing 
data the coefficients are still clearly outside the equivalence range (on one or both sides) and 
therefore considered unequal, which isn’t that odd since half of the (outcome) data is missing 
in this situation. When the sample size is 100 or greater and 25% or less data is missing, we 
can see a great amount of the coefficients is within the equivalence ranges, which we consider 
to be equal. Overall we can see that the coefficients can be considered equal, when the sample 
size is >100 and <10% is missing. All of the coefficients under this condition are between the 
equivalence ranges, except for the β2 which barely exceeds the range when the sample size is 
100 and has 5% or 10% missing. When 25% or 50% is missing we can see the  tends to be 
mostly underestimated in the MNAR condition. β1 is overestimated and β2 underestimated 
when these amounts of data are missing, however there is no clear difference between the 
types of missing. 
Simulation 2 (longitudinal design) equivalence testing 
On the next four pages (figure 5, 6, 7 & 8) the equivalence plots of the coefficients in the 
second simulation are shown. Just as in the first simulation, all the coefficients are unreliable 
when 50% of the data is missing. The same goes for a proportion of 25% missing data. 
Compared to the first simulation, we can see 10% of missing data still leads to unequal 
coefficients in some of the MAR and MNAR conditions where the confidence interval just 
exceeds the equality range. When only 5% of the data is missing the coefficients seem to be 
equal (except for β2 and β3 when the sample size is 24). When the coefficients are unequal,  
seems to be underestimated in the MAR and MNAR condition, and just a little overestimated 
in the MCAR condition. The same goes for the first beta coefficient. Bias in the same 
direction is seen in the β2 and β3 coefficients, but is stronger.
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Figure 5 - 95% Confidence Intervals for  in simulation 2 (true value is .5).
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Figure 6 - 95% Confidence Intervals for 𝛽1 in simulation 2 (true value is -1).
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Figure 7 - 95% Confidence Intervals for 𝛽2 in simulation 2 (true value is .5).
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Figure 8 - 95% Confidence Interval for 𝛽3 in simulation 2 (true value is .75).
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Discussion 
In this study a simulation is performed to see the performance of the missing indicator 
method on a dependent variable in various conditions. Initial results (of the ANOVA) from 
this study show the missing indicator method applied on the dependent variable results in 
surprisingly accurate (unbiased) coefficients. If we only analyzed the simulated data using the 
rmANOVA, the results from the study would have shown that no real differences (bias) of 
practical usage have been found. However, in this study we also used the equivalence 
approach to test for equivalence, opposed to doing only an ANOVA in which we tested for 
differences by comparing the means of the coefficients. In this study we focused on the bias 
of the estimators to determine if the missing indicator method is a reliable method when 
applied to a dependent variable. We compared the estimators using a rmANOVA and 
equivalence test. We could have also looked at power and Type 1 errors, however this was 
outside the scope of this study. The further analysis from the equivalence approach shows the 
conclusion from the ANOVA is premature. The equivalence study shows that even though the 
bias in most of the conditions is low (or almost absent), not all of the coefficients can be 
considered equal (unbiased) since their confidence intervals reach outside of the equality 
range (on one or both sides). Some problems arose in the smaller sample sizes (sample sizes 
which are acceptable for a logistic regression on complete data, following the guidelines as 
discussed in the introduction), and high proportions of missings, which is also discouraged to 
work with (Adèr, 2011). These results would partly endorse the results from De Rooij (2015), 
in which the missing indicator method leads to almost unbiased parameter estimates. We 
found out that bias is mostly dependent on the sample size and proportion of missing data. A 
cross-sectional study might handle more missing values, up to 10% for all types of missing, 
while a longitudinal study only shows equal coefficients when up to 5% is missing. 
     Some remarks have to be made on the simulation. Mostly occurring in the smaller samples 
(n=24 or n=50) and low proportion of missing (5%), there were samples with no missing 
values (not a single occurrence of Y=2, only 0 or 1). This is because the missing values are 
based on the probabilities we set in the simulation. The other way around, it also occurred (in 
the high proportion missing situation) that were too many missing values, resulting in only 
Y=2 and Y=1 OR Y=0, resulting in only two outcome categories. In these cases, the creation 
of missing values is repeated until the condition (three outcome categories) is satisfied. Also, 
there were some cases where the predictors predicted the outcome perfectly. This is called 
separation and will cause the model to have an infinite parameter values. Most statistical 
software packages (including the one we used) will give a warning and show a very large 
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parameter estimate with a large standard error, which is only arbitrarily and not really usable. 
In these cases, the sample is discarded and a new sample is generated, however, these 
situations can also occur in real life. Since they were not usable (and even distorted the 
samples because of the very large parameter estimates) in this simulation study, they are 
discarded. The described problems only occurred in a handful of cases. 
In the simulation, only two situations are simulated: a cross sectional situation with 
two predictors (from normal distribution, with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1) and 
one binary outcome; very clean data in a relatively simple model. Later we also applied the 
simulation on a longitudinal design. The population parameters were randomly selected. To 
investigate these findings further, simulations could be run in other situations using other 
parameters and different models (different variables as well as the modeling of the missing 
mechanism). In the longitudinal study we modelled the data using a GLM which assumes 
independent observations. Further simulations could be done by modeling the data using 
GEE, which accounts for the correlations to make the standard errors more accurate. Since 
this study was focused only on bias of the estimators, there was no advantage in using GEE. 
However, it would be interesting to see what influence the missing conditions have on the 
standard errors when the correlation is taken into account. 
In the equivalence study, the margins of 5% are just arbitrarily chosen and depending 
on the study, the equivalence range may be wider or narrower. When the range is wider, more 
equivalence will be found opposed to a narrower range which will allow less difference and 
will therefore find less equality. In other words, the outcome of this study is very dependent 
on the allowed differences. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A1.1 – R Code Data Generation Simulation 1 
Appendix A1.2 – R Code Data Generation Simulation 2 
 
Appendix A2.1 – R Code rmANOVA Analysis Simulation 1 
Appendix A2.2 – R Code rmANOVA Analysis Simulation 2 
 
Appendix A3 – R Code (Equivalence) 
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Appendix A1.1 – R Code Data Generation Simulation 1 
###### Simulation study on bias ###### 
###### Parameters: simid=simulation id 
###### n=sample size / t=trials /  
###### population parameters a=alpha, b1=beta1, b2=beta2 / p=proportion missing 
 
Sim1<-function(simid,n,t,a,b1,b2,p){ 
  ##### Loading required packages: nnet for multinom / testit for has_warning 
  require(nnet) 
  require(testit) 
   
  cat("\n\n****************************************\nRunning simulation (part",simid,"of 24):\nSamplesize 
=",n,"with",(p*100),"% missing\n\n") 
 
  ##### Empty starting matrix 
  startmat=matrix(nrow=0,ncol=18) 
   
  ##### Loop for every trial 
  for(i in 1:t){ 
    cat("\rReplication ", i,"of", t) 
    ###### Data generation 
    tmat=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=18)           #matrix per trial (loop) (nrow*4 for 4 the within conditions) 
    warnnr=-1 
    repeat{ 
      x1=rnorm(n,0,1)                                 #generate n random values (mean=0,sd=1) in vector x1 
      x2=rnorm(n,0,1)                                 #generate n random values (mean=0,sd=1) in vector x2 
      z=a+(x1*b1)+(x2*b2)                         #linear predictor 
      pi=exp(z)/(1+exp(z))                        #transform z into probabilities 
      bi=rbinom(n,1,pi)                             #dichotomous outcome (drawn from binomial distribution) 
       
      ##### Checking for warnings (as result from Seperation) -> if warning, repeat generation of x1 & x2 until no 
warnings 
      warn=has_warning(glm(bi~x1+x2, family="binomial")) 
      warnnr=warnnr+1 
      if(warn==FALSE){ 
        break 
      } 
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    } 
 
    ##### Model voor complete data (logistic regression) 
    mod=glm(bi~x1+x2, family="binomial") 
 
    ##### Modeling data with MCAR 
    mumcar = log(p/(1-p)) 
    pimcar = exp(mumcar)/(1+exp(mumcar)) 
    mcar=rbinom(n,1,pimcar)                     #vector with MCAR, 1=missing 
    repeat{ 
      mcar=rbinom(n,1,pimcar) 
      ymcar=ifelse(mcar==1,2,bi) 
      if(sum(ymcar==0)>0&&sum(ymcar==1)>0&&sum(ymcar==2)>0){ 
        break 
        } 
    } 
    modmcar=multinom(ymcar~x1+x2,trace=FALSE)               #model for MCAR (multinomial logistic regression) 
     
    ##### Modeling data with MAR 
    mumar = log(p/(1-p)) + .2*x2 
    pimar = exp(mumar)/(1+exp(mumar)) 
    mar=rbinom(n,1,pimar)                         #vector with MAR, 1=Missing 0=Not missing (original value) 
    repeat{ 
      mar=rbinom(n,1,pimar) 
      ymar=ifelse(mar==1,2,bi)                  #vector with MAR with third category (Y=2 when MAR=1) 
      if(sum(ymar==0)>0&&sum(ymar==1)>0&&sum(ymar==2)>0){ 
        break 
        } 
    } 
    modmar=multinom(ymar~x1+x2,trace=FALSE)                 #model for MAR (multinomial logistic regression) 
     
    ##### Modeling data with MNAR 
    mumnar = log(p/(1-p)) + .2*(bi-.5) 
    pimnar = exp(mumnar)/(1+exp(mumnar)) 
    mnar=rbinom(n,1,pimnar)                         #vector with MNAR, 1=Missing 0=Not missing (original value) 
    repeat{ 
      mnar=rbinom(n,1,pimnar) 
      ymnar=ifelse(mnar==1,2,bi)                #vector with MNAR with third category (Y=2 when MNAR=1) 
      if(sum(ymnar==0)>0&&sum(ymnar==1)>0&&sum(ymnar==2)>0){ 
        break 
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        } 
    } 
    modmnar=multinom(ymnar~x1+x2,trace=FALSE)               #model for MNAR (multinomial logistic regression) 
     
    ##### Table for output 
    tmat[1,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[2,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[3,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[4,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
                          
    tmat[1,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[2,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[3,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[4,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
     
    tmat[1,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
    tmat[2,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
    tmat[3,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
    tmat[4,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
     
    tmat[1,4]=1 #condition 1 (Complete) 
    tmat[2,4]=2 #condition 2 (MCAR) 
    tmat[3,4]=3 #condition 3 (MAR) 
    tmat[4,4]=4 #condition 4 (MNAR) 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for Complete data 
    tmat[1,5]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]                 #Alpha (Complete) 
    tmat[1,6]=summary(mod)$coefficients[1,2]          #Std.Error for Alpha (Complete) 
    tmat[1,7]=mod$coef["x1"]                          #Beta1 (Complete) 
    tmat[1,8]=summary(mod)$coefficients[2,2]          #Std. Error for Beta1 (Complete) 
    tmat[1,9]=mod$coef["x2"]                          #Beta2 (Complete) 
    tmat[1,10]=summary(mod)$coefficients[3,2]          #Std. Error for Beta2 (Complete) 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MCAR data 
    tmat[2,5]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,1]                      #Alpha (MCAR) 
    tmat[2,6]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,1]         #Std.Eror for Alpha (MCAR) 
    tmat[2,7]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,2]                      #Beta1 (MCAR)  
    tmat[2,8]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,2]         #Std.Eror for Beta1 (MCAR) 
    tmat[2,9]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,3]                      #Beta2 (MCAR) 
    tmat[2,10]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,3]         #Std.Eror for Beta2 (MCAR) 
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    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MAR data 
    tmat[3,5]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,1]                   #Alpha (MAR)   
    tmat[3,6]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,1]         #Std.Eror for Alpha (MCAR)     
    tmat[3,7]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,2]                   #Beta1 (MAR)   
    tmat[3,8]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,2]  
    tmat[3,9]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,3]                   #Beta2 (MAR) 
    tmat[3,10]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,3]  
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MNAR data 
    tmat[4,5]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,1]                      #Alpha (MNAR)  
    tmat[4,6]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,1]         #Std.Eror for Alpha (MCAR)     
    tmat[4,7]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,2]                      #Beta1 (MNAR)  
    tmat[4,8]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,2]  
    tmat[4,9]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,3]                      #Beta2 (MNAR) 
    tmat[4,10]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,3]  
     
    ##### Relative Bias: estimation complete data - estimation with missing data 
    ##### Bias Alpha 
    tmat[1,15]=NA 
    tmat[2,15]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,1] 
    tmat[3,15]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,1]     
    tmat[4,15]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,1] 
       
    ##### Bias Beta1 
    tmat[1,16]=NA 
    tmat[2,16]=mod$coef["x1"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,2] 
    tmat[3,16]=mod$coef["x1"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,2] 
    tmat[4,16]=mod$coef["x1"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,2] 
       
    ##### Bias Beta2 
    tmat[1,17]=NA 
    tmat[2,17]=mod$coef["x2"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,3] 
    tmat[3,17]=mod$coef["x2"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,3] 
    tmat[4,17]=mod$coef["x2"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,3] 
       
    ##### Groups for complete data (row1) 
    tmat[1,11]=sum(bi==0) 
    tmat[1,12]=sum(bi==1) 
    ##### Groups for MCAR data (row2) 
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    tmat[2,11]=sum(ymcar==0) 
    tmat[2,12]=sum(ymcar==1) 
    tmat[2,13]=sum(ymcar==2) 
    ##### Groups for MAR data (row3) 
    tmat[3,11]=sum(ymar==0) 
    tmat[3,12]=sum(ymar==1) 
    tmat[3,13]=sum(ymar==2) 
    ##### Groups for MNAR data (row4) 
    tmat[4,11]=sum(ymnar==0) 
    tmat[4,12]=sum(ymnar==1) 
    tmat[4,13]=sum(ymnar==2) 
    ##### Proportion missing 
    tmat[1,14]=NA 
    tmat[2,14]=sum(ymcar==2)/length(ymcar) 
    tmat[3,14]=sum(ymar==2)/length(ymar) 
    tmat[4,14]=sum(ymnar==2)/length(ymnar) 
     
    ##### Save # warnings (see line 29) 
    tmat[1,18]=warnnr 
 
    ##### Bind new matrix to totalmatrix 
    startmat=rbind(startmat,tmat) 
    } 
  ##### Label columns for output 
  colnames(startmat)=c("Subject","SampleSize","ProportionMissing","TypeMissing", 
                       "Alpha","Std.Error.A", 
                       "Beta1","Std.Error.B1", 
                       "Beta2","Std.Error.B2", 
                       "Y=0","Y=1","Y=2","%Missing", 
                       "RB.Alpha","RB.Beta1","RB.Beta2", 
                       "newSample" ) 
   
  ##### Convert final matrix to dataframe 
  finaldf=as.data.frame(startmat) 
   
  ##### Convert to numeric 
  finaldf$Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Alpha)) 
  finaldf$Std.Error.A=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.A)) 
  finaldf$Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Beta1)) 
  finaldf$Std.Error.B1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.B1)) 
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  finaldf$Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Beta2)) 
  finaldf$Std.Error.B2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.B2)) 
  finaldf$RB.Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Alpha)) 
  finaldf$RB.Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Beta1)) 
  finaldf$RB.Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Beta2)) 
   
  return(finaldf) 
} 
 
runSim1=function(r){ 
  require(tictoc) 
  tic() 
  set.seed(2016) 
  sim1=Sim1(1,24,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim2=Sim1(2,24,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim3=Sim1(3,24,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim4=Sim1(4,24,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
  sim5=Sim1(5,50,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim6=Sim1(6,50,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim7=Sim1(7,50,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim8=Sim1(8,50,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
  sim9=Sim1(9,100,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim10=Sim1(10,100,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim11=Sim1(11,100,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim12=Sim1(12,100,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
  sim13=Sim1(13,250,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim14=Sim1(14,250,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim15=Sim1(15,250,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim16=Sim1(16,250,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
  sim17=Sim1(17,500,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim18=Sim1(18,500,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim19=Sim1(19,500,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim20=Sim1(20,500,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
  sim21=Sim1(21,1000,r,1,-1,.5,.05) 
  sim22=Sim1(22,1000,r,1,-1,.5,.10) 
  sim23=Sim1(23,1000,r,1,-1,.5,.25) 
  sim24=Sim1(24,1000,r,1,-1,.5,.50) 
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AllSim=rbind(sim1,sim2,sim3,sim4,sim5,sim6,sim7,sim8,sim9,sim10,sim11,sim12,sim13,sim14,sim15,sim16,sim17,sim18,sim1
9,sim20,sim21,sim22,sim23,sim24) 
  cat("\n\nSimulation finished. Total running time:\n") 
  toc() 
  return(AllSim) 
} 
 
sim1data=runSim1(250) 
 
save(sim1data,file="sim1data.RData") 
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Appendix A1.2 – R Code Data Generation Simulation 2 
############################################################################################ 
#####################Complete data generation using binarySimCLF-package#################### 
############################################################################################ 
 
simdat <- function(n,b0,b1,b2,b3,rho,T){ 
  require(binarySimCLF) 
  require(testit) 
  #warnnr=-1 
  repeat{ 
  # The simulation generates two groups (treatment and control): 
  # Control(0) = b0 + b2*T / Treatment(1) = (b0+b1) + (b2+b3)*T 
  #  
  # n is the samplesize 
  # rho is the correlation between timepoints 
  # T is the number of timepoints (in a matrix) 
   
  # Make autoregressive (AR1) correlation Matrix 
  nt = length(T) #number of timepoints 
  R = ar1(nt, rho) #correlation matrix 
   
  # Control group 
  eta1 = b0 + b2* T #Linear predictor 1 
  p1 = exp(eta1)/(1+exp(eta1)) #Probability of Y for control group 
  V1 = cor2var(R, p1) #Correlation to Covariance 
  clf.compat1 = blrchk(p1,V1); #CLF Compability 2 
  if (clf.compat1){ 
    B1 = allReg(V1); 
    y1 = mbsclf(m=n/2,u=p1,B=B1) 
  }  
    else { 
    print("CLF 1 not compatible"); 
  } 
  y1=matrix(t(y1$y),(n/2)*nt,1) 
  dat1 = cbind(0, matrix(rep(T), (n/2)*nt,1), p1, y1) 
   
  # Treatment group 
  eta2 = (b0+b1) + (b2+b3)*T #Linear predictor 2 
  p2 = exp(eta2)/(1+exp(eta2)) #Probability of Y for treatment group 
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  V2 = cor2var(R, p2) #Correlation to Covariance 
  clf.compat2 = blrchk(p2,V2); #CLF Compability 2 
  if (clf.compat2){ 
    B2 = allReg(V2); 
    y2 = mbsclf(m=n/2,u=p2,B=B2) 
  }  
    else { 
    print("CLF 2 not compatible"); 
  } 
  y2=matrix(t(y2$y),(n/2)*nt,1) 
   
  # Merge data and return output 
  dat2 = cbind(1, matrix(rep(T), (n/2)*nt,1), p2, y2) 
  dat = (rbind(dat1,dat2)) 
  id = kronecker(1:n,matrix(1,length(T),1)) 
  DAT = as.data.frame(cbind(id, dat)) 
  colnames(DAT) <- c("pid","group","time","probabilities","resp") 
   
  ##### Checking for warnings (as result from Seperation) -> if warning, repeat datageneration until no warnings 
  warn=has_warning(glm(resp~group*time, data=DAT, family="binomial")) 
  #warnnr=warnnr+1 
  if(warn==FALSE){ 
    break 
    } 
  } 
  return(DAT) 
} 
############################################################################################ 
###########################################END DATA GENERATION############################## 
############################################################################################ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
############################################################################################ 
####################################Simulation############################################## 
############################################################################################ 
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Sim2<-function(simid,n,p,t){ 
  require(nnet) 
  startmat=matrix(nrow=0,ncol=20) 
   
  cat("\n\n****************************************\nRunning simulation (part",simid,"of 24):\nSamplesize 
=",n,"with",(p*100),"% missing\n\n") 
   
  for(i in 1:t){ 
    cat("\rReplication ", i,"of", t) 
    tmat=matrix(nrow=4,ncol=20) 
    mydat=simdat(n=n,b0=.5,b1=-1,b2=.5,b3=.75,rho=.4,T=c(0,1,2,3)) 
     
    #### Model for complete data     
    mod=glm(resp~group*time, data=mydat, family="binomial") 
     
    #### Modeling data with MCAR 
    mumcar = log(p/(1-p)) 
    pimcar = exp(mumcar)/(1+exp(mumcar)) 
    mcar = rbinom(n*4,1,pimcar) #n*4 want 4 obs per id 
    repeat{ 
      mcar=rbinom(n*4,1,pimcar) #n*4 want 4 obs per id 
      ymcar=ifelse(mcar==1,2,mydat$resp) 
      if(sum(ymcar==0)>0&&sum(ymcar==1)>0&&sum(ymcar==2)>0){ 
        break 
      } 
    } 
    mydat$ymcar=ymcar 
    modmcar=multinom(ymcar~group*time, data=mydat,trace=FALSE) 
     
    #### Modeling data with MAR (dependent on observed-previous response) 
    #### yprev: make new variable for Y with 1*time-lag: 
    #### time=0=always missing (because no measurement before moment 0/baseline) 
    #### yprev0=NA yprev1=time0 yprev2=time1 yprev3=time2 
    yprev  = append(mydat$resp,0,0)[-nrow(mydat)] 
    yprev  = ifelse(mydat$time == 0,NA,yprev)         
    pmar   = (p/3)*4 #yprev0=NA dus maar 3/4 predictors voor missing 
    mumar  = log(pmar/(1-pmar)) + .2*(yprev-.5) 
    #mumar  = log(p/(1-p)) -.05+(-.05*mydat$group)+(-3.5*yprev) 
    pimar = (exp(mumar)/(1+exp(mumar))) 
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    pimar = ifelse(mydat$time == 0,0,pimar) 
    mar   = rbinom(n*4, 1, pimar) 
    repeat{ 
      mar   = rbinom(n*4, 1, pimar) 
      ymar = ifelse(mar==1,2,mydat$resp) 
      if(sum(ymar==0)>0&&sum(ymar==1)>0&&sum(ymar==2)>0){ 
        break 
      } 
    } 
    modmar=multinom(ymar~group*time, data=mydat,trace=FALSE) 
     
    #### Modeling data with MNAR (dependent on not-observed-current-Y and observed-previous-Y) 
    yprev = append(mydat$resp,0,0)[-nrow(mydat)] 
    yprev = ifelse(mydat$time == 0,NA,yprev) 
    mumnar= log(p/(1-p)) + .2*(yprev-.5)+(mydat$resp-.5) 
    #mumnar = log(p/(1-p)) + (-.05+(-.5*mydat$group)+(-1.0*yprev)+(-2.0*mydat$resp)) 
     
    pimnar = (exp(mumnar)/(1+exp(mumnar))) 
    pimnar = ifelse(mydat$time==0, 0, pimnar) 
    repeat{ 
      mnar   = rbinom(n*4, 1, pimnar) 
      ymnar = ifelse(mnar==1,2,mydat$resp) 
      if(sum(ymnar==0)>0&&sum(ymnar==1)>0&&sum(ymnar==2)>0){ 
        break 
      } 
    } 
    modmnar=multinom(ymnar~group*time, data=mydat,trace=FALSE) 
     
    ##### Table for output 
    tmat[1,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[2,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[3,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
    tmat[4,1]=paste0(simid,".",i) #simulation id plus replication id 
     
    tmat[1,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[2,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[3,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
    tmat[4,2]=n #copy sample size into matrix 
     
    tmat[1,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
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    tmat[2,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
    tmat[3,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
    tmat[4,3]=p #copy proportion missing into matrix 
     
    tmat[1,4]=1 #condition 1 (Complete) 
    tmat[2,4]=2 #condition 2 (MCAR) 
    tmat[3,4]=3 #condition 3 (MAR) 
    tmat[4,4]=4 #condition 4 (MNAR) 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for Complete data 
    tmat[1,5]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]                 #Alpha 
    tmat[1,6]=summary(mod)$coefficients[1,2]          # 
    tmat[1,7]=mod$coef["group"]                       #Group(B1) 
    tmat[1,8]=summary(mod)$coefficients[2,2]          # 
    tmat[1,9]=mod$coef["time"]                        #Time(B2) 
    tmat[1,10]=summary(mod)$coefficients[3,2]         # 
    tmat[1,11]=mod$coef["group:time"]                 #Interaction(B3) 
    tmat[1,12]=summary(mod)$coefficients[4,2]         # 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MCAR data 
    tmat[2,5]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,1]                #Alpha 
    tmat[2,6]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,1]         # 
    tmat[2,7]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,2]                    #Group(B1)   
    tmat[2,8]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,2]         # 
    tmat[2,9]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,3]                    #Time(B2) 
    tmat[2,10]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,3]        # 
    tmat[2,11]=summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,4]               #Interaction(B3) 
    tmat[2,12]=summary(modmcar)$standard.errors[1,4]        # 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MAR data 
    tmat[3,5]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,1]                   #Alpha 
    tmat[3,6]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,1]          #     
    tmat[3,7]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,2]                   #Group(B1)     
    tmat[3,8]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,2]          # 
    tmat[3,9]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,3]                   #Time(B2) 
    tmat[3,10]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,3]         # 
    tmat[3,11]=summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,4]                #Interaction(B3) 
    tmat[3,12]=summary(modmar)$standard.errors[1,4]         # 
     
    ##### Coefficients and Std. Errors for MNAR data 
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    tmat[4,5]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,1]                #Alpha 
    tmat[4,6]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,1]         #     
    tmat[4,7]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,2]                    #Group(B1)   
    tmat[4,8]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,2]         # 
    tmat[4,9]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,3]                    #Time(B2) 
    tmat[4,10]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,3]        # 
    tmat[4,11]=summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,4]               #Interaction(B3) 
    tmat[4,12]=summary(modmnar)$standard.errors[1,4]        # 
     
    ##### Relative Bias: estimation complete data - estimation with missing data 
    ##### Bias Alpha 
    tmat[1,17]=NA 
    tmat[2,17]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,1] 
    tmat[3,17]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,1]     
    tmat[4,17]=mod$coef["(Intercept)"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,1] 
     
    ##### Bias Beta1 
    tmat[1,18]=NA 
    tmat[2,18]=mod$coef["group"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,2] 
    tmat[3,18]=mod$coef["group"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,2] 
    tmat[4,18]=mod$coef["group"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,2] 
     
    ##### Bias Beta2 
    tmat[1,19]=NA 
    tmat[2,19]=mod$coef["time"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,3] 
    tmat[3,19]=mod$coef["time"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,3] 
    tmat[4,19]=mod$coef["time"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,3] 
     
    ##### Bias Beta3 
    tmat[1,20]=NA 
    tmat[2,20]=mod$coef["group:time"]-summary(modmcar)$coefficients[1,4] 
    tmat[3,20]=mod$coef["group:time"]-summary(modmar)$coefficients[1,4] 
    tmat[4,20]=mod$coef["group:time"]-summary(modmnar)$coefficients[1,4] 
     
    ##### Groups for complete data (row1) 
    tmat[1,13]=sum(mydat$resp==0) 
    tmat[1,14]=sum(mydat$resp==1) 
    ##### Groups for MCAR data (row2) 
    tmat[2,13]=sum(ymcar==0) 
    tmat[2,14]=sum(ymcar==1) 
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    tmat[2,15]=sum(ymcar==2) 
    ##### Groups for MAR data (row3) 
    tmat[3,13]=sum(ymar==0) 
    tmat[3,14]=sum(ymar==1) 
    tmat[3,15]=sum(ymar==2) 
    ##### Groups for MNAR data (row4) 
    tmat[4,13]=sum(ymnar==0) 
    tmat[4,14]=sum(ymnar==1) 
    tmat[4,15]=sum(ymnar==2) 
    ##### Proportion missing 
    tmat[1,16]=NA 
    tmat[2,16]=sum(ymcar==2)/length(ymcar) 
    tmat[3,16]=sum(ymar==2)/length(ymar) 
    tmat[4,16]=sum(ymnar==2)/length(ymnar) 
     
    startmat=rbind(startmat,tmat) 
    } 
     
    ##### Label columns for output 
    colnames(startmat)=c("Subject","SampleSize","ProportionMissing","TypeMissing", 
                         "Alpha","Std.Error.A", 
                         "Beta1","Std.Error.B1", 
                         "Beta2","Std.Error.B2", 
                         "Beta3","Std.Error.B3", 
                         "Y=0","Y=1","Y=2","%Missing", 
                         "RB.Alpha","RB.Beta1","RB.Beta2","RB.Beta3") 
   
    ##### Convert final matrix to dataframe 
    finaldf=as.data.frame(startmat) 
   
    ##### Convert to numeric 
    finaldf$Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Alpha)) 
    finaldf$Std.Error.A=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.A)) 
    finaldf$Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Beta1)) 
    finaldf$Std.Error.B1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.B1)) 
    finaldf$Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Beta2)) 
    finaldf$Std.Error.B2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.B2)) 
    finaldf$Beta3=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Beta3)) 
    finaldf$Std.Error.B3=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$Std.Error.B3)) 
    finaldf$RB.Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Alpha)) 
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    finaldf$RB.Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Beta1)) 
    finaldf$RB.Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Beta2)) 
    finaldf$RB.Beta3=as.numeric(as.character(finaldf$RB.Beta3)) 
     
    return(finaldf) 
 
} 
     
############################################################################################ 
####################################Run all Simulations##################################### 
############################################################################################ 
####runSim2 parameters: simid=simulation id, n=samplesize, p=proportion missing, t=trials### 
############################################################################################ 
####allSim parameter r=number of replications/trials######################################## 
############################################################################################ 
####population parameters are static coded in line 74####################################### 
############################################################################################ 
 
runSim2=function(r){ 
  require(tictoc) 
  tic() 
      set.seed(2016) 
      sim1=Sim2(1,24,.05,r) 
      sim2=Sim2(2,24,.10,r) 
      sim3=Sim2(3,24,.25,r) 
      sim4=Sim2(4,24,.50,r) 
      sim5=Sim2(5,50,.05,r) 
      sim6=Sim2(6,50,.10,r) 
      sim7=Sim2(7,50,.25,r) 
      sim8=Sim2(8,50,.50,r) 
      sim9=Sim2(9,100,.05,r) 
      sim10=Sim2(10,100,.10,r) 
      sim11=Sim2(11,100,.25,r) 
      sim12=Sim2(12,100,.50,r) 
      sim13=Sim2(13,250,.05,r) 
      sim14=Sim2(14,250,.10,r) 
      sim15=Sim2(15,250,.25,r) 
      sim16=Sim2(16,250,.50,r) 
      sim17=Sim2(17,500,.05,r) 
      sim18=Sim2(18,500,.10,r) 
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      sim19=Sim2(19,500,.25,r) 
      sim20=Sim2(20,500,.50,r) 
      sim21=Sim2(21,1000,.05,r) 
      sim22=Sim2(22,1000,.10,r) 
      sim23=Sim2(23,1000,.25,r) 
      sim24=Sim2(24,1000,.50,r) 
      
AllSim=rbind(sim1,sim2,sim3,sim4,sim5,sim6,sim7,sim8,sim9,sim10,sim11,sim12,sim13,sim14,sim15,sim16,sim17,sim18,sim1
9,sim20,sim21,sim22,sim23,sim24) 
      cat("\n\nSimulation finished. Total running time:\n") 
      toc() 
      return(AllSim) 
} 
 
sim2data=runSim2(250) 
 
save(sim2data,file="sim2data250.RData") 
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Appendix A2.1 – R Code rmANOVA Analysis Simulation 1 
## NA filteren om te checken op Missing Values in A/B1/B2: 
row.has.na <- apply(sim1data[-c(8:11)], 1, function(x){any(is.na(x))}) #filter aanmaken met NA kolom 8 negeren want 
NA in nMissing 
sum(row.has.na) #hoeveel NA 
final.filtered <- sim1data[row.has.na,] #Subset with only NA values 
View(final.filtered) 
 
## Check for outliers/uncommon values 
par(mfrow = c(1,3)) 
plot(sim1data$Alpha) 
plot(sim1data$Beta1) 
plot(sim1data$Beta2) 
 
## Show variable classes 
lapply(sim1data,class) 
 
## Descriptive Statistics for Alpha, Beta1 and Beta2 
summary(sim1data$Alpha) 
summary(sim1data$Beta1) 
summary(sim1data$Beta2) 
 
## Alpha - plot by groups (TypeMissing, Samplesize and ProportionMissing) 
## Replace y=Alpha with Beta1, Beta2 for other plots. 
require(ggplot2) 
 
##### Subset with only missing conditions 
##### (excluding complete, because bias=0) 
sim1datas=subset(sim1data,TypeMissing==2:4) 
sim1datas$RB.Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(sim1datas$RB.Alpha)) 
sim1datas$RB.Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(sim1datas$RB.Beta1)) 
sim1datas$RB.Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(sim1datas$RB.Beta2)) 
 
 
ggplot(data=sim1datas, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Alpha)) +  
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) + 
  ggtitle("Relative Bias for Alpha") + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR"))    
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ggplot(data=sim1datas, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Alpha)) +  
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  facet_wrap (~SampleSize,scales="free") +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
ggplot(data=sim1datas, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Alpha)) +  
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  facet_wrap (~ProportionMissing,scales="free") +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
# All boxplots with means: Alpha Beta1 Beta2 
require(ggplot2) 
 
meanalpha=aggregate(RB.Alpha~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim1datas, mean) 
meanalpha$RB.Alpha=round(meanalpha$RB.Alpha, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim1datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Alpha)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanalpha, aes(label = RB.Alpha, y = RB.Alpha)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for alpha (", mu, "=1) in simulation 1"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
meanbeta1=aggregate(RB.Beta1~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim1datas, mean) 
meanbeta1$RB.Beta1=round(meanbeta1$RB.Beta1, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim1datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Beta1)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanbeta1, aes(label = RB.Beta1, y = RB.Beta1)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for Beta1 (", mu, "=-1) in simulation 1"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
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meanbeta2=aggregate(RB.Beta2~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim1datas, mean) 
meanbeta2$RB.Beta2=round(meanbeta2$RB.Beta2, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim1datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Beta2)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanbeta2, aes(label = RB.Beta2, y = RB.Beta2)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for Beta2 (", mu, "=.5) in simulation 1"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
 
 
## Contrasts 
options('contrasts') #check contrast option (R default is contr.treatment with baseline=1) 
options(contrasts = rep ("contr.treatment", 2)) #set both options to contr.treatment, to be sure.. 
levels(sim1datas$TypeMissing) #check levels of DV, first is base 
contrasts(sim1datas$TypeMissing) #show contrasts (if right, 2vs1 3vs1 4vs1) 
 
## ezANOVA analyse 
require(ez) 
ezresults.sim1.a=ezANOVA(sim1data 
                       ,dv=Alpha 
                       ,wid=.(Subject) 
                       ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                       ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                       ) 
 
ezresults.sim1.b1=ezANOVA(sim1data 
                        ,dv=Beta1 
                        ,wid=.(Subject) 
                        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                        ) 
 
ezresults.sim1.b2=ezANOVA(sim1data 
                        ,dv=Beta2 
                        ,wid=.(Subject) 
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                        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                        ) 
 
ezresults.sim1.a 
ezresults.sim1.b1 
ezresults.sim1.b2 
 
 
#### ezStats 
ezStats(sim1data          
        ,dv=Alpha 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
ezStats(sim1data          
        ,dv=Beta1 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
ezStats(sim1data          
        ,dv=Beta2 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
 
## Density 
par(mfrow = c(1,3)) 
#alpha 1 
plot(density(sim1datase$Alpha),xlim=range(-2,2)) 
abline(v=1) 
#beta1 -1 
plot(density(sim1datase$Beta1),xlim=range(-3,2)) 
abline(v=-1) 
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#beta2 .5 
plot(density(sim1datase$Beta2),xlim=range(-2,2)) 
abline(v=.5) 
 
## Boxplots for interaction 
par(mfrow = c(3,1)) 
boxplot(sim1datas$Alpha~sim1datas$TypeMissing*sim1datas$SampleSize,ylim=c(-2,5),ylab=(expression(paste("Alpha (", 
mu, "=1)")))) 
        abline(h=1,col="red") 
boxplot(sim1datas$Beta1~sim1datas$TypeMissing*sim1datas$SampleSize,ylim=c(-5,3),ylab=(expression(paste("Beta1 (", 
mu, "=-1)")))) 
        abline(h=-1,col="red") 
boxplot(sim1datas$Beta2~sim1datas$TypeMissing*sim1datas$SampleSize,ylim=c(-4,5),ylab=(expression(paste("Beta2 (", 
mu, "=.5)")))) 
        abline(h=.5,col="red") 
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Appendix A2.2 – R Code rmANOVA Analysis Simulation 2 
## NA filteren om te checken op Missing Values in A/B1/B2: 
row.has.na <- apply(sim2data[-c(8:11)], 1, function(x){any(is.na(x))}) #filter aanmaken met NA kolom 8 negeren want 
NA in nMissing 
sum(row.has.na) #hoeveel NA 
final.filtered <- sim2data[row.has.na,] #Subset with only NA values 
View(final.filtered) 
 
## Check for outliers/uncommon values 
par(mfrow = c(1,4)) 
plot(sim2data$Alpha) 
plot(sim2data$Beta1) 
plot(sim2data$Beta2) 
plot(sim2data$Beta3) 
 
## Show variable classes 
lapply(sim2data,class) 
 
## Descriptive Statistics for Alpha, Beta1 and Beta2 
summary(sim2data$Alpha) 
summary(sim2data$Beta1) 
summary(sim2data$Beta2) 
summary(sim2data$Beta3) 
 
## Alpha - plot by groups (TypeMissing, Samplesize and ProportionMissing) 
## Replace y=Alpha with Beta1, Beta2 and Beta3 for other plots. 
require(ggplot2) 
 
##### Subset with only missing conditions 
##### (excluding complete, because bias=0) 
sim2datas=subset(sim2data,TypeMissing==2:4) 
sim2datas$RB.Alpha=as.numeric(as.character(sim2datas$RB.Alpha)) 
sim2datas$RB.Beta1=as.numeric(as.character(sim2datas$RB.Beta1)) 
sim2datas$RB.Beta2=as.numeric(as.character(sim2datas$RB.Beta2)) 
sim2datas$RB.Beta3=as.numeric(as.character(sim2datas$RB.Beta3)) 
 
ggplot(data=sim2data, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=Alpha)) +  
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  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("1.Complete","2.MCAR","3.MAR","4.MNAR")) 
 
ggplot(data=sim2data, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=Alpha)) +  
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  facet_wrap (~SampleSize,scales="free") +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("1.Complete","2.MCAR","3.MAR","4.MNAR")) 
 
ggplot(data=sim2data, aes(x=TypeMissing,y=Alpha)) +  
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  facet_wrap (~ProportionMissing,scales="free") +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing\nCondition",labels=c("1.Complete","2.MCAR","3.MAR","4.MNAR")) 
 
# All boxplots with means: Alpha Beta1 Beta2 Beta3 
require(ggplot2) 
 
meanalpha=aggregate(RB.Alpha~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim2datas, mean) 
meanalpha$RB.Alpha=round(meanalpha$RB.Alpha, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim2datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Alpha)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanalpha, aes(label = RB.Alpha, y = RB.Alpha)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for alpha (", mu, "=.5) in simulation 2"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
meanbeta1=aggregate(RB.Beta1~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim2datas, mean) 
meanbeta1$RB.Beta1=round(meanbeta1$RB.Beta1, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim2datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Beta1)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanbeta1, aes(label = RB.Beta1, y = RB.Beta1)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for Beta1 (", mu, "=-1) in simulation 2"))) + 
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  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
meanbeta2=aggregate(RB.Beta2~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim2datas, mean) 
meanbeta2$RB.Beta2=round(meanbeta2$RB.Beta2, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim2datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Beta2)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanbeta2, aes(label = RB.Beta2, y = RB.Beta2)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for Beta2 (", mu, "=.5) in simulation 2"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
meanbeta3=aggregate(RB.Beta3~TypeMissing*ProportionMissing*SampleSize, sim2datas, mean) 
meanbeta3$RB.Beta3=round(meanbeta3$RB.Beta3, digits=3) 
ggplot(data=sim2datas,aes(x=TypeMissing,y=RB.Beta3)) + 
  geom_boxplot(aes(fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  stat_boxplot(geom ='errorbar') +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  scale_fill_discrete(name="Missing Condition",labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) +  
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="darkred", geom="point", shape=10, size=4,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  geom_text(data = meanbeta3, aes(label = RB.Beta3, y = RB.Beta3)) + 
  ylab("Relative Bias") + 
  ggtitle(expression(paste("Relative Bias for Beta3 (", mu, "=.75) in simulation 2"))) + 
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) 
 
 
 
## Contrasts 
options('contrasts') #check contrast option (R default is contr.treatment with baseline=1) 
options(contrasts = rep ("contr.treatment", 2)) #set both options to contr.treatment, to be sure.. 
levels(sim2data$TypeMissing) #check levels of DV, first is base 
contrasts(sim2data$TypeMissing) #show contrasts (if right, 2vs1 3vs1 4vs1) 
 
## ezANOVA analyse 
require(ez) 
ezresults.sim2.a=ezANOVA(sim2data 
                       ,dv=Alpha 
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                       ,wid=.(Subject) 
                       ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                       ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                       ) 
 
ezresults.sim2.b1=ezANOVA(sim2data 
                        ,dv=Beta1 
                        ,wid=.(Subject) 
                        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                        ) 
 
ezresults.sim2.b2=ezANOVA(sim2data 
                        ,dv=Beta2 
                        ,wid=.(Subject) 
                        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                        ) 
 
ezresults.sim2.b3=ezANOVA(sim2data 
                        ,dv=Beta3 
                        ,wid=.(Subject) 
                        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
                        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
                        ) 
 
 
ezresults.sim2.a 
ezresults.sim2.b1 
ezresults.sim2.b2 
ezresults.sim2.b3 
 
#### ezStats 
ezStats(sim2data          
        ,dv=Alpha 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
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ezStats(sim2data          
        ,dv=Beta1 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
ezStats(sim2data          
        ,dv=Beta2 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
ezStats(sim2data          
        ,dv=Beta3 
        ,wid=.(Subject) 
        ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
        ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
 
 
## Density 
par(mfrow = c(1,4)) 
#alpha .5 
plot(density(sim2data$Alpha),xlim=range(-2,2)) 
abline(v=.5) 
#beta1 -1 
plot(density(sim2data$Beta1),xlim=range(-3,2)) 
abline(v=-1) 
#beta2 .5 
plot(density(sim2data$Beta2),xlim=range(-2,2)) 
abline(v=.5) 
#beta3 .75 
plot(density(sim2data$Beta3),xlim=range(-2,2)) 
abline(v=.75) 
 
## Boxplots for interaction 
par(mfrow = c(4,1)) 
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boxplot(sim2data$Alpha~sim2data$TypeMissing*sim2data$SampleSize,ylim=c(-2,5),ylab=(expression(paste("Alpha (", mu, 
"=.5)")))) 
        abline(h=.5,col="red") 
boxplot(sim2data$Beta1~sim2data$TypeMissing*sim2data$SampleSize,ylim=c(-5,3),ylab=(expression(paste("Beta1 (", mu, 
"=-1)")))) 
        abline(h=-1,col="red") 
boxplot(sim2data$Beta2~sim2data$TypeMissing*sim2data$SampleSize,ylim=c(-4,5),ylab=(expression(paste("Beta2 (", mu, 
"=.5)")))) 
        abline(h=.5,col="red") 
boxplot(sim2data$Beta3~sim2data$TypeMissing*sim2data$SampleSize,ylim=c(-4,5),ylab=(expression(paste("Beta3 (", mu, 
"=.75)")))) 
        abline(h=.75,col="red") 
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Appendix A3 – R Code (Equivalence) 
### Loading required libraries 
library(ggplot2) 
library(grid) 
library(gridExtra) 
 
### First load multiplot function below (line 50) 
 
### Select data for plotting before running plots, example below 
### Replace sim1data with sim2data, and dv=Alpha with Beta1 Beta2 Beta3 
 
cidata=ezStats(sim1data          
               ,dv=Alpha 
               ,wid=.(Subject) 
               ,within=.(TypeMissing) 
               ,between=.(SampleSize,ProportionMissing) 
) 
 
cidata$CImin=cidata$Mean-(1.96*cidata$SD) 
cidata$CImax=cidata$Mean+(1.96*cidata$SD) 
 
### Calculate allowed margin for equivalence, set to 5% below 
### Note that the margin is calculated for every TypeMissing, but only margin from Complete(1) is used as reference 
in plots 
cidata$eqmargin=abs(cidata$Mean)*0.05 
 
### Loop for all plots in grid 
 
firstrow=seq(from=1,to=96,by=4) 
lastrow=seq(from=1,to=96,by=4)+3 
plots=list() 
 
for(i in 1:24){ 
  ciplot=ggplot(data=cidata[firstrow[i]:lastrow[i],],aes(x=TypeMissing,y=Mean)) + 
  geom_errorbar(width=.3,aes(ymin=CImin,ymax=CImax,fill=TypeMissing)) +  
  facet_grid(facets=SampleSize~ProportionMissing, scale="free_y", labeller=label_both) +  
  ylab("Coefficient") + 
  stat_summary(fun.y=mean, colour="black", geom="point", shape=1, size=2,show.legend = FALSE) +  
  scale_x_discrete(labels=c("None","MCAR","MAR","MNAR")) + 
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  theme(axis.title.x=element_blank(),axis.title.y=element_blank()) + 
  geom_hline(yintercept = cidata[firstrow[i],]$CImin-cidata[firstrow[i],]$eqmargin) + 
  geom_hline(yintercept = cidata[firstrow[i],]$CImax+cidata[firstrow[i],]$eqmargin) 
  plots[[i]]=ciplot 
} 
 
### Run multiplot for final plot grid 
multiplot(plotlist=plots,cols=6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#### Multiple plots ggplot2, like par(mfrow) for plot function, from: 
#### http://www.cookbook-r.com/Graphs/Multiple_graphs_on_one_page_(ggplot2)/ 
 
# Multiple plot function 
# 
# ggplot objects can be passed in ..., or to plotlist (as a list of ggplot objects) 
# - cols:   Number of columns in layout 
# - layout: A matrix specifying the layout. If present, 'cols' is ignored. 
# 
# If the layout is something like matrix(c(1,2,3,3), nrow=2, byrow=TRUE), 
# then plot 1 will go in the upper left, 2 will go in the upper right, and 
# 3 will go all the way across the bottom. 
# 
multiplot <- function(..., plotlist=NULL, file, cols=1, layout=NULL) { 
  library(grid) 
   
  # Make a list from the ... arguments and plotlist 
  plots <- c(list(...), plotlist) 
   
  numPlots = length(plots) 
   
  # If layout is NULL, then use 'cols' to determine layout 
  if (is.null(layout)) { 
    # Make the panel 
    # ncol: Number of columns of plots 
    # nrow: Number of rows needed, calculated from # of cols 
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    layout <- matrix(seq(1, cols * ceiling(numPlots/cols)), 
                     ncol = cols, nrow = ceiling(numPlots/cols)) 
  } 
   
  if (numPlots==1) { 
    print(plots[[1]]) 
     
  } else { 
    # Set up the page 
    grid.newpage() 
    pushViewport(viewport(layout = grid.layout(nrow(layout), ncol(layout)))) 
     
    # Make each plot, in the correct location 
    for (i in 1:numPlots) { 
      # Get the i,j matrix positions of the regions that contain this subplot 
      matchidx <- as.data.frame(which(layout == i, arr.ind = TRUE)) 
       
      print(plots[[i]], vp = viewport(layout.pos.row = matchidx$row, 
                                      layout.pos.col = matchidx$col)) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
